Temporary cardiac pacing

Temporary cardiac pacing can be a life-saving manoeuvre. The indications and techniques are well established. The procedure is one of the ‘essential’ components of the training programme in general internal medicine. This may be desirable, but is it wise nowadays? Is it achievable?

The traditional indication for a temporary cardiac pacemaker is heart block; the usual venue for the procedure is a treatment room alongside a coronary care unit (CCU). Most patients have threatened or actual high-grade transient atrioventricular (AV) block in association with acute myocardial infarction. Some will have Stokes-Adams attacks or established AV block which is sufficiently symptomatic to warrant urgent treatment pending the insertion of a permanent pacing system. For these patients, physicians with on-take responsibilities are required to learn the technique. Most physicians, however, lack the opportunity to maintain their skill. In Cambridge, for example, the number of temporary electrodes inserted in the CCU has dwindled year by year from 57 in 1994, to 29 in 1998; the numbers of procedures performed out of hours were, respectively, 29 and 10. Every hospital has seen a substantial increase in the number of senior medical staff. Many will admit that they have not inserted an electrode for a year or more, and would be nervous of doing so. Corridor conversations should not initiate policy changes, but they may prompt scrutiny of current practice.

The reason for this decline is likely to be due in part to decreased need. The past decade has seen a huge change in the management of patients suffering from acute coronary syndromes. The introduction of thrombolytic treatment and the emphasis on rapid admission to hospital has meant that major infarcts are commonly aborted, and damage to the conduction system is rare. Supportive medical measures are more effective, and in particular anti-arrhythmic drugs are generally avoided. Perhaps also, physicians who no longer feel comfortable with the technique will tend to postpone a decision until recovery or death occurs.

There is nevertheless still a need for the skill. Patients with inferior myocardial infarcts who are expected to recover and victims of frequent Stokes-Adams attacks would be two such examples. The latter group are subsequently transferred to a specialist centre, often fearful of receiving a permanent system because the previous experience was so unpleasant. Multiple stab wounds, haematoma, and failure to pace are generally avoided. Perhaps also, physicians who no longer feel comfortable with the technique will tend to postpone a decision until recovery or death occurs.

The dilemma posed by problems of temporary cardiac pacing is part of a more general difficulty which has to be faced by those planning medical services in the UK. The concept of the general physician lives on, yet it is anachronism which inhibits the development of specialist medicine, and the acceptance of acute medicine as a discipline. For that is what general medicine has become. A Certificate of Completion of Specialist Training (CCST) in acute medicine and relevant specialty would make good sense. The Calman reforms have helped to clarify thinking on this issue by defining the necessities of a training programme. The general (internal) medicine essential procedures include sigmoidoscopy, lumbar puncture, and intercostal drain insertion, in addition to temporary cardiac pacing. For the last of these skills it would appear that it is no longer wise nor feasible to train all specialist registrars seeking a CCST in general medicine. What about the oth-
ers, one wonders? And even if the technique of sigmoidoscopy can be taught safely, is the registrar whose prime interest is cardiology going to be a competent observer? Reshaping the practice of medicine in the UK is inevitable, as has already happened in many other developed countries where specialist practice dominates. Patients in this country and in Europe will expect a physician’s performance to be as overtly competent as a surgeon’s. Data on the number of procedures performed and the number with complications may have to be made available.

Whenever possible temporary pacing should not be undertaken prior to permanent pacing in a specialist centre; emergency transfer should be arranged. Cardiologists in small district hospitals should discuss alternative methods of providing the service with their colleagues in the department of anaesthesia. And temporary cardiac pacing should no longer be an essential procedure of the training in general medicine.
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Splenic tuberculosis

A 33-year-old woman was admitted for surgical drainage of a peri-anal abscess. No other significant problems were reported and her chest radiograph was normal. In spite of adequate surgical drainage, her swinging pyrexia continued. Ultrasound and abdominal computed tomography (CT) scan (figure 1) showed numerous ill-defined hypoechoic and hypodense lesions in the spleen.

Her HIV-test was positive. No other source for her fever was identified. Despite antituberculous treatment for 3 weeks the high fever continued. It was felt splenectomy was indicated.

The intra-abdominal findings were unremarkable except for a slightly enlarged spleen with a myriad of yellowish nodules protruding through the splenic capsule (figure 2). Histology confirmed tuberculosis of the spleen. Postoperatively the temperature returned to normal and the patient was discharged 5 days later on antituberculous treatment. Six months after the operation the patient is well.
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